Dear Campus Christian Group Leader,

I would like to invite you to take a look at my 2020 Speaker Media Kit. I have over 30 years of ministry experience where I’ve ministered to hundreds of churches and ministries in the United States and the Third World. With the recent release of my fourth book, *Transformational Truth, Volume II*, I am available for speaking engagements.

For the fall and winter of 2020, I am offering my lectures to college ministries such as yours to reach out to equip Christians with truth and challenge skeptics to hold a theistic worldview.

This year’s topics include four vital lectures that are affecting Christians today like never before: “Does God Exist,” “Biblical Manhood and Womanhood,” “The Problem of Suffering,” and “Developing a Biblical Worldview.”

Kindly take a few moments to look through my media kit and consider booking me for your next event. We expect my calendar to fill up quickly, so please do not hesitate to reach out and schedule a date for me to speak at your church’s college ministry!

Prayerful regards,

Dr. Andrew Knight
ABOUT DR. ANDREW KNIGHT

Dr. Andrew Knight is a pastor, teacher, author, and speaker with nearly 30 years of full-time ministry experience in the United States and around the world.

He's planted churches in Massachusetts and Connecticut, written four life-changing books on Christian leadership and development, hosted a Christian radio and TV broadcast, and been interviewed locally, nationally, and internationally on various Christian radio and TV outlets. He's also spoken and lectured in numerous seminaries in India, Pakistan, and Tanzania, and preached on camera from the Mount of Olives.

In 2014, he founded Centurion Education Foundation, a ministry with the goal of training 400 missionary families worldwide and 250 church planters across America. Then, in 2019 he became the founder and director of Excellent Way Ministries, which provides free teaching and media resources to pastors across the Third World.

All these things were accomplished while he earned four Master's and Doctoral degrees. These include a Master of Biblical studies from Emmanuel Baptist Theological Seminary, a Master of Religious Education from West Coast Baptist College, a Doctor of Ministry from Luther Rice College, and a Master of Biblical Apologetics from Baptist Bible Seminary.

Dr. Andrew Knight's Miraculous Story

But his story is more than that of a pastor. On Thanksgiving day in 1996, Dr. Andrew Knight survived a house fire with burns on more than 80% of his body. After 46 weeks in the hospital, 23 surgeries, and 8 months of therapy, Dr. Knight recovered and returned to the Lord's work in his local church.
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SPEAKING TOPICS

The Problem of Suffering
Why would a God who is morally good allow evil and suffering in the world? Why do those who believe in Him often suffer the most? This insightful lecture dives into the truth of God’s goodness and morality and how it applies to each and every one of us from the perspective of a man who’s experienced suffering and grace firsthand.

Biblical Manhood and Womanhood
As the culture of the world shifts away from Biblical masculinity and femininity, Christians are often caught up in its ever-changing ideas about their sexual identity. This lecture explains the Bible’s clear, unchanging, and good plan for manhood and womanhood that pleases the Lord and sows happiness and spiritual prosperity.

Developing a Biblical Worldview
66% of young adults drop out of church between the ages of 18 and 22. With the newfound freedom of college, peer pressure and busyness often trump the Biblical guidance of their youth. Why? Because they never made Christianity real by developing a Biblical worldview. This lecture discusses why and how young people can take this vital step of faith in developing a personal worldview based on the Bible’s principles.

Does God Exist?
Why is the Genesis account of Creation significant to the origins of Civilization? The Gap theory will be discussed. Why is the resurrection of Christ the centerpiece of a theistic worldview? The three major theories that oppose the account of the resurrection of Christ will be examined.

OFFERINGS & RATES

Church Lectures
Includes 60-minute topic of your choice with a question and answer time. Rates start at $1500.

Full-Day Seminars
Includes all four topics in 60-minute sessions with question and answer times. Rate is $4000.
Dr. Knight: Lord, please let me live so that I can serve You longer on earth.

Tom Nolan: That's an amazing prayer. What gave you the presence of mind to have that focus while in the fire?

Dr. Knight: Purpose!

-TCT Interview
Dr. Andrew Knight has authored four books in the past six years. *Children's Ministry Leadership* (2014) and *Leadership the Lord's Way* (2016) are both invaluable resources for training local church leaders and for required reading in college and seminary classes. The *Transformational Truth* series (2018 and 2020) serves as a powerful combined resource for equipping Christians to advance the Gospel and to answer the questions of the skeptics.
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THE PROBLEM OF SUFFERING
One of the greatest causes of skepticism in the world is the problem of suffering. Many have posed the question, “If God is real and good, then why does evil and suffering exist?” Skeptics frequently use this debate to argue God’s existence, and many Christians struggle with the perceived inconsistencies in their spiritual walk and hardships.

The problem of evil is a very real topic that must be addressed to every individual, and one that will affect their entire outlook on God and Christianity.

Dr. Andrew Knight’s miraculous story makes him a premier speaker on this very topic. As a survivor of extreme hardship and pain, his testimony shows that while suffering and evil are real in the world, God is real and has a plan.

This lecture reveals the reality behind evil in the world, explains how God can still be good when He allows this suffering to happen, and tells how each Christian can fully trust God no matter what hardships they face. Read the full topic description here.

Objectives: To resolve the supposed inconsistencies between God’s morality and the problem of evil in the world.

BIBLICAL MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD
The culture in 2020 is constantly shifting further and further from Biblical principles. We live in a world where sexual fluidity is prevalent and accepted, even in some Christian societies. But the Bible has a lot to say about sexual identity, and the truth is substantial.

As the world spreads messages of feminism and the dissolution of the patriarchy, Christians are responsible for upholding a Biblical standard of manhood and womanhood. And while many young people cringe at the connotations behind those words, the truth written in the Bible holds a much sweeter and happier message than just “submission.”

Dr. Knight’s lecture on Biblical manhood and womanhood shows God’s true plan for men and women to live in harmony and happiness with one another in the roles that He has laid out. Using Scripture as a guide, he uncovers God’s desire for each man and woman to embrace their God-given sexual identity and to live a marital life that brings both parties equal happiness and spiritual prosperity. Read the full topic description here.

Objectives: To explain God’s true plan for sexual identity and dissipate the connotations that Biblical roles are outdated and unrealistic.
DEVELOPING A BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW
In order to create a Biblical worldview, each individual must have a firm Biblical philosophy. In this lecture, Dr. Andrew Knight will clarify what a philosophy is and connect each point to Biblical verses and principals, while distinguishing the difference between humanistic philosophies and that of the Bible.

Once the foundations of a Biblical philosophy are established, Dr. Knight will explain how these philosophies are the building blocks that individuals must use to create a real and steadfast Biblical worldview to guide them through life’s trials and temptations. Read the full topic description here.

Objectives: To help young people understand the need for a Biblical worldview that keeps them firmly grounded in the Lord and to guide them through the process of establishing their own worldview based on Scripture.

DOES GOD EXIST?
God’s reality is one of the core issues dissolving society. Atheists and agnostics are prevalent everywhere, even among the youth of God-fearing families. The truth is, it’s much easier for an individual to hold himself accountable for his actions than to face the reality that he must answer to a higher power.

But where’s the proof? How do Christians know that God exists? And if He is real, why are there so many different versions to Christianity?

Dr. Knight addresses all these issues beginning with the Genesis account and the origins of civilization. From there, he bares the truth to inconsistencies such as the Gap Theory and three major theories that dispute Christ’s resurrection, which is the core of Christianity. Read the full topic description here.

Objectives: To undeniably prove the existence of an all-powerful God and to disprove false theories surrounding creation and Christ’s miraculous resurrection.
PRICING & ON-SITE REQUIREMENTS

PRICING

Church lectures cost $1500 for the first lecture and include your choice of 50 to 60-minute topic, followed by a question and answer time.

Each additional lecture choice costs $500.

All four lectures are available in a full-day seminar format for $4000.

*In addition to the lecture price, the hosting organization will be responsible for covering all airfare and lodging costs necessary for Dr. Knight to attend the speaking engagement.

ON-SITE REQUIREMENTS

Audio
Audio capabilities are necessary for microphone usage and video playback. A lapel microphone is preferred but not required.

Video
Dr. Knight’s lectures include PowerPoint presentations which will be used as reference points during the lecture. A projector system capable of handling slide and video is required.

The location coordinators are also responsible for video recording the lecture and providing Dr. Knight with a copy after the event.

Book Table
Dr. Knight has several resources on leadership and apologetics that will be available for purchase before and after each presentation. He requires a long display table for these books as well as 2-3 trust-worthy volunteers who will be responsible for watching the table, handling book sales, and restocking the table as needed.

If possible, this table should be somewhere within or directly outside the lecture hall, and one volunteer should stay with the table during the lectures.
Don't miss your opportunity to inspire your ministry with Dr. Andrew Knight's life-changing topics and engaging presentations.

Dr. Andrew Knight is now scheduling special events at churches and universities for the fall and winter of 2020.

Call now for information on these insightful lectures and learn how you can schedule Dr. Knight for your next event!

Phone: 877-411-5300  
Email: dr.atknight@gmail.com  
Skype: Pastoratknight@gmail.com